SERVICE BULLETIN No. 5/07/2004

INSPECTION OF STUDENT-TYPE HARNESSES

1. APPLICABLE TO: STUDENT-type harnesses marked as PS – 034 S with a production date from 20.10.2001 onward

2. REASON: Possible seam damage (in chest harness straps).

3. MEASURES:
   A) To regularly inspect the possible damage of load-bearing seams in the area of the sowing of chest straps (left and right, face and reverse side).
   B) To carry out strict inspections of proper outfitting prior to a jump, mainly focusing on:
      - the appropriate regulation of the size of the harness depending on the height of the parachutists
      - the proper leading of the straps on the parachutist’s body (especially with regard to the possible twisting and twirling of the straps).

4. COMPLETION PERIOD: Repeatedly before using the parachute

5. COSTS ARE BORNE BY: It depends on the results of the inspections. The repair of possible damage will be provided at the manufacturer’s expense.

6. REQUIRED MATERIAL: Material for possible repair will be arranged for by the manufacturer.

7. SEQUENCE OF PROCEDURES: Read paragraph No. 3

8. DATE OF ISSUE: In Jevíčko on July 08, 2004

   Ing. Jaroslav Sedlák – Technical Department Manager
   MarS a.s. Jevíčko

   Stamp and signature: